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Abstract
We describe our recent research and advances in building
a framework enabling artifical life (ALife) systems on real
robotic hardware. Our framework allows our iCub humanoid
to build better visual perception, improve its motion capabilities and even provide a sense of proprioception. This paper
presents how we can use various techniques, such as, e.g.,
genetic programming, to build subsystems for these specific
areas. Our framework runs in parallel with the hardware system and is updated with new information from the real robot.
We plan to use this framework in the future for developing
higher cognitive tasks, such as, scene understanding, prediction of action outcomes, and reasoning on our robot.

Introduction
Artficial life (ALife) has so far been concentrating on simulating cognitive capacities, such as, perception and motor
behviour, in its elementary form. It has been argued that
higher level cognitive capacities build on lower-levels and
either evolve or develop over time (and with experience)
(Parisi, 1997). ALife has been used to investigate how these
advanced levels emerge, either through the process of evolution (in genetic populations) or development in individuals. We aim to use it for the development of skills from the
ground up on the iCub humanoid. In humanoid robotics a
declared goal is develop higher-levels of “intelligence”.
It is not yet clear how to best approach and simulate this
emergence of higher-level skills on real hardware. Yet it
seems reasonable to assume that “embodiment” and “enaction”, meaning that the agent has some sort of body which
allows it to interact and change the environment it is in, are
important factors for the development of cognitive robots
(Vernon, 2010). Unfortunately real-world interactions, such
as, robotic object manipulation, are hard to simulate. We
approach this topic from a different angle. Our humanoid
robot interacting with the real-world will provide the data
for our ALife experiments. The capabilities developed using ALife and machine learning are then used to control the
interaction of the robot with the world around it. For this the
robot should develop predictions about the outcome of its
actions, providing it with an important high-level cognitive

skill of reasoning about actions. In humans this prediction
of all sorts of consequences of their own actions is more developed – or so it seems – than in any other animals and it
has been argued that this can be used to explain many of our
complex cognition skills.
We present our framework that allows us to run ALife
and machine learning techniques to build better humanoid
robots. Current research into perception (visual and spatial),
skill development and their integration are described herein.

The Framework
The simple living system considered for our framework consists of populations of individuals, which encode some parts
of the environment. For example, the individuals described
in the next section encode visual parameters of objects. The
individuals are all given a fitness based on sensory information available from the real hardware. A reproduction
process is then used to generate a new population based on
the fittest individuals. Functions corresponding to cross-over
and mutation are performed to create those new populations.
The framework can train the population with various inputs, e.g., simple numerical values, or full colour images.
The output of each individual is assumed to be of the same
type as the input. A fitness metric needs to be provided,
which will depend on the inputs received (and their type),
and assign each individual a value based on the match of the
outputs to the given training set results.

Figure 1: Our experimental platform is the iCub humanoid.

Visual and Spatial Perception
Our first example focuses on visual perception. Robotic vision and learning to understand the world perceived is an
active topic in robotics research. Our framework is used to
generate individuals that perform visual detection of objects
by applying a Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) technique (Harding et al., 2013). Our novel approach combines
GP with high-level image operations. We showed that it is
possible to construct programs that use much more complicated image operations and incorporate domain knowledge
developed over the last decades. The framework together
with CGP allows for the automatic generation of computer
programs using the OpenCV library (Bradski, 2000) as a
function set. The individuals each represent a list of image
processing functions performed on the input images from
the robot (Figure 2). The output is a binary segmented image, differentiating between the object of interest and the
background. Each individual is then given a fitness based on
how well it segments an object.
Terzopoulos et al. (1997) have investigated perceptual
development using ALife previously in simulated environments. Their active vision system controls the saccades and
enables the simulated animals to track others using simple
sensorimotor control. In our framework this training is performed using real images provided by the iCub. The training
set is pre-labelled either by hand or with automatic methods
(Leitner et al., 2012a). It is provided as input and expected
result to calculate the fitness of the individuals (Figure 3).

After training the best individuals are able to identify, e.g.
a teabox or track the robot’s own hands (Figure 4). The system can deal with multiple input types, e.g. we have also
used this system to train the individuals, using again a genetic programming technique, to give position estimates of a
perceived object in operational space (Leitner et al., 2012b).

Proprioception and Complex Motor Skills
Continuing from the perception of the robot’s own hands
shown above another interesting research question is
whether a sense of proprioception can be embedded into our
humanoid robot. We use a modular behavioural environment (MoBeE) (Frank et al., 2012) which employs a forward model of the robot along with the current position of
the (real) robot’s joints to generate proprioceptive signals.
For example, MoBeE facilitates the detection of impeding
collisions of the robot with itself or objects in the world.
These signals are taken into account by the robot controller.

Figure 3: A screenshot during the evaluation of a single individual. Each row shows a different input image, the expected segmentation (ground truth), and the binary output
of the current individual.

Figure 2: In our framework a population of individuals are
used to model phenomena in the world. Here one individual for object detection, where the genome represents a sequence of image processing commands, is visualised.

Figure 4: The learned detection of (a) a teabox (Video available at: http://juxi.net/projects/icVision/)
and (b) the robot’s own hands in changing light conditions.

Furthermore this model together with an evolutionary
search technique from our framework can find interesting,
complex, and most importantly, safe actions for the humanoid to perform. One of these task-relevant actions (or
roadmaps) is shown in Figure 5.

Sensori-Motor Integration and Active Vision
The integration of the above described perception, with
these new motor skills, based on some level of reasoning
is the aim of our on-going research. The detection of the
robot’s hands creates the possibility for reasoning about actions and observations facilitating decision making. The
robot can extend its knowledge about the world by finding
causal links, like whether through an action, an object was
moved or toppled.
Heudin (1995) has proposed the use of evolving systems
for machine perception, both adapting their perception and
their action ‘operations’. Our framework aims to enable
such adaptations to both the sensor and motor side. In a
first active vision experiment we aimed to improve the the
visual representations of objects by performing certain (designed) actions. These manipulation actions, such as, poke,
push and pick-up create new views of the object and extend
the training set. Furthermore the improvement in the detection accuracy can be measured and allows the robot to select
and perform the right action, i.e. the action with the best
possible improvement of the detector.
The preliminary results verify our assumption that for
most objects an action, which allows the robot to see the object from various angles, creates the biggest improvement.
In future experiments we would like to extend the possible
actions and create the possibility to adapt these at the same
time as the visual perception.

Conclusions
Artificial life (ALife) has been used to model individual
agents interacting in virtual worlds. We aim to use ALife to
build virtual models of our humanoid robot, based on reallife sensory information. These models provide the means
to perform higher level cognitive functions, such as perception, learning but also reasoning about the state of the world
and the outcome of actions.

In this paper we briefly discuss our framework that enables the use of ALife together with the iCub humanoid. We
showed some experiments performed over the last year in
modelling visual and spatial perception tasks, some steps
towards proprioception and some preliminary integration
of actions and sensing. In the future we aim to improve
the framework to build better models and enable more and
higher cognitive functions on the iCub, enabling prediction
and reasoning.
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Figure 5:
Learned actions by evolutionary search
in our simulated environment.
A video of showing these actions on the real hardware is available at:
http://vps9114.xlshosting.net/trm.mp4

